
Studio as a Service: 
Harmless Harvest 
Blending paid and earned activations to drive 
grassroots awareness and engagement through 
influencer content 

Harmless Harvest is on a mission to increase brand awareness 
and generate buzz around their coconut water in large cities 
across the U.S.  They turned to ACTIVATE to identify, engage 
and manage a combination of paid and sampling influencers, 
providing valuable brand education to consumers. ACTIVATE 
identified influencers in multiple target markets to highlight 
Harmless Harvest coconut water as their go-to drink to hydrate 
after a workout and mix within recipes. 

Case Study: Harmless Harvest

Challenge

— Increase brand awareness of Harmless Harvest coconut 
water through authentic and engaging influencer story-
telling content 

— Position Harmless Harvest as the most pure, delicious, 
and superior coconut water for hydration 

— Build credibility for Harmless Harvest with health and 
wellness professionals, differentiating it from the 
competition
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Solution
— Utilized ACTIVATE Survey tool to quickly identify paid and sampling 

influencers in geo-specific cities with large audiences in these cities.  

— Vetted influencers for their interest in trying the product with 
credibility in the health and wellness space 

— Cast and managed paid and sampling influencers for content 
creation through ACTIVATE Collaborations to produce compelling 
custom content  

— Through Instagram posts and Instagram Stories, paid and sampling 
influencers generated brand awareness and education highlighting 
Harmless Harvest coconut water as a must-have 77
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20 55 101 412.1K
+Number of  

Contracted 
Influencers

Number of 
Sampling 
Influencers

Total Pieces of 
Content Live To-

Date

Combined Reach 
of Influencer 

Partners

21.3K+ 5.20% 33.9K+ 70%
Total Instagram Post 
Engagement To-Date 
(Likes + Comments)

Average Instagram Post 
Engagement Rate To-Date 
(Likes+Comments)/Reach)

Total Instagram 
Story Views To-

Date

Posting Rate 
from Sampling 

Influencers

58.4%+ 23%+ 14.6%
AVG Positive Sentiment 

Across Contracted + 
Sampling Instagram 

Comments

AVG Consideration 
Sentiment Across 

Contracted + Sampling 
Instagram Comments

AVG Love Sentiment 
Across Contracted + 
Sampling Instagram 

Comments



Self Serve Partner: Pandora
Influencer Custom Content
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Self Serve Partner: Harmless Harvest
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https://www.instagram.com/iamdanielvictor/
https://www.instagram.com/chloebarnold/
https://www.instagram.com/connorbuckk/

